The Toa Hordika have been forced to stay one step ahead of the Visorak for weeks as they search for a means to rescue the Matoran from the Coliseum. Now they are ready to take the battle to the horde, beginning with the watch towers used by the Visorak to monitor the city.

While Nuju and Vakama travel to the Archives to rescue missing friends, Nokama and Matau have been dispatched to scout Visorak defenses. But in a city overrun by vicious Visorak hunters, can they hope to remain undetected for long?
DO YOU THINK THEY'RE STILL ALIVE UNDER THERE?

STAND BACK. I'LL MELT THE ROCK AND FREE THEM.

YOU MEAN YOU'LL PRO Them. YOU USED TO USE YOUR HEAD FOR SOMETHING OTHER THAN HANGING A MASK ON.

KEEP IT UP, ONEWA. AND YOU WOULDN'T HAVE A HEAD.

MUTU. ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

I WILL BE, IF YOU TWO WOULDN'T KEEP IT DOWN TO A TAHTORAK ROAR. WHERE ARE THE OTHERS?

OH, YOU KNOW NATAU AND NOKAMA. THEY ALWAYS FIND A WAY TO KEEP BUSY.
Hanging by a THREAD

This is the absolutely last time I listen to one of your ideas, Matau.

You said that after the last idea.

This time I mean it.
LET'S GET OUT OF HERE BEFORE THEY START DROOLING. I HATE IT WHEN THEY DROOL.

ALL RIGHT, THEN—LET'S GO OF THE WEB.

ARE YOU CRAZY??

LET'S SEE. I'M HALF-RAW. I QUICK-DODGE WASHEGK ALL DAY... AND I'M ABOUT TO PLUNGE TO CERTAIN DEATH...

SO ANSWER'S YES.

WHAT ARE YOU— MAD ACAH!
HIT RIGHT, OR YOU’LL MAKE A MESS.

HIT? HIT WHAT?

THICK!

I HATE VUSORAK... I HATE WEBBS... BUT I LOVE THIS!

WOOOO- HOOOOO!

SPOING

WHOOSH
Um, Maka? Once we stop going up, don't we start going down again?

Don't forget why we're here. Onua wants us to scout the defenses around the Coliseum so we can get in and rescue the Makuta.

Not with all these weapons to grab hold of. That was fun—let's do it again!

Well, nothing.

So? We came, we scouted, we all-conquered. Nothing can keep us away from the Coliseum!
...EXCEPT THAT.
LATER...

VISORAK QUICK-BUILT THOSE TOWERS ALL OVER THE CITY. WE CAPTURED ONE BEFORE. WE CAN DO IT AGAIN.

THAT'S THE PROBLEM WITH YOU WATER TYPES. ALL THAT SWIMMING MAKES YOUR SPINES SOAKY.

YOU MUST BE HALF "VERY OPTIMISTIC ORM." LAST TIME, WE HAD SIX TOA HORDIKA, PLUS A SHAPESHIFTER AND A NO-FOOT HIGH TACTORAK HELPING US.

KEEP ONLY ONE VISORAK GUARDING THE WAY. WATCH THIS!

Beware. Vistorak! Ugly and angry Toa-heroes coming for you to...

...to... Iam... never mind.

I can't take you anywhere, Matau.
WAR OF THE TITANS!

When these three titans clash, Metru Nui will be shaken to its core! Who will win ... and who will die?

8755 KEETONGU

Role: "Mythical" Rahi

Spinner Power: Shields absorb and his spinner sends it back against his opponent.

Allies: Toa Hordika and Rahaga

Tactics: Prefers to pit strength against strength.

Trivia: Native to the same island as the dreaded Tahtorak, and in fact those monstrous Rahi served as mounts for those of Keetonug’s species.
**Roodaka**

**Role:** Viceroy of the Visorak

**Spinner Power:** Permanent mutation

**Weapons:** Rhotuka catcher claws, shadow energy blasts

**Allies:** Visorak Boggarak honor guard

**Tactics:** Relies on treachery and complex plots to achieve her evil ends.

**Trivia:** Secretly worked for both sides during the Dark Hunter-Brotherhood of Makuta war.

**Vidorak**

**Role:** King of the Visorak horde

**Spinner Power:** Obedience

**Weapon:** Herding blade

**Allies:** Visorak legions

**Tactics:** Prefers to have others fight his battles for him, or else strike foes when they are already weakened.

**Trivia:** Betrayed his clan leader on his native island to the Brotherhood of Makuta — he later became the dreaded Voporak.
THAT'S THE PROBLEM WITH YOU AIR TYPES--THERE'S TOO MUCH OF IT BETWEEN YOUR EARS.

KRA-KAMM

THAT TOO.

PLUS WE'LL NEVER GET THE SMELL OUT OF MY ARMOR.

ROUNDING A CORNER, THE TOA HORDINA STOP DEAD AT THE SIGHT OF ANOTHER NEW THREAT.

WHAT IS THAT? IT LOOKS LIKE A RAM FOR BATTERING DOWN WALLETS.

WELL, IT COULD BE THE WORST NEWS WE'VE HAD TODAY...
"Or it may be the answer to all our problems."

Come on! We're getting a rope!

What if they try to ram something while we're under here? Then we will have a much faster... and shorter... trip.
UNAWARE OF THE TWO STOWAWAYS BENEATH THE BATTLE RAM, THE VISORAK PULL THE MIGHTY SIEGE ENGINE INSIDE THEIR GUARD TOWER.
WE’VE STOPPED! WE MADE IT INSIDE!

AND THEY JUST SHUT THE GATE—SO WE WON’T BE GOING BACK OUTSIDE ANY TIME SOON.

WE LOST A KANGARAK. THE TOA NORDIKA AND RHANA HAVE BLUDED CAPTURE AGAIN... AND SPORAK SAYS I SHOULDN’T WORRY???

TOO BAD... I ALWAYS KILL THE MESSENGER.

SO THIS IS THE LATEST ADAPTATION TO OUR LEGIONS? HOW MANY DO WE HAVE NOW, A DOZEN A HUNDRED?

WELL, TAKE HEART—DO YOU KNOW THE OLD SAYING ABOUT BAD NEWS, “DON’T KILL THE MESSENGER?”

KRAKKK

SOON THEY WILL OVERTURN THIS CITY. SMASHING EVERY POSSIBLE NORDIKA RIDING PLACE INTO RUBBLE!
IT'S WORSE THAN WE THOUGHT! WE HAVEN'T SEEN THE OTHERS SOMEHOW.

WAIT A MOMENT, WHAT IS THIS?

THERE IS SOMETHING HERE THAT SHOULD NOT BE, AND IT MUST BE TAKEN CARE OF IMMEDIATELY!

A PORTION OF THIS RAM IS DAMAGED, NO DOUBT DUE TO YOUR CLUMSINESS. WELL, YOU KNOW WHAT HAS TO BE DONE--

DRAG THIS MACHINE INTO THE FURNACE AND BURN IT! NOW!

TO BE CONTINUED
BEWARE THE BITE OF THE VISORAK!

Legendary BIONICLE® heroes are snared in webs of intrigue and betrayal as they face their greatest foes yet: a sinister army of spidery, web-slinging Visorak! Will the Toa emerge victorious in the final battle for Metru Nui? Get caught up in the action-adventure when BIONICLE 3: WEB OF SHADOWS premieres on DVD!

All-New CGI-Animated Movie
Coming To DVD
October 11

Visit www.BIONICLE.com for exclusive updates!
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